Predictive Success
SAFE BEHAVIOUR ANALYTICS
CERTIFICATION WORKSHOP (SBAC)

PREDICTIVE SUCCESS PROFESSIONAL SERIES: 1-DAY WORKSHOP
Our Safe Behaviour Analytics
Certification Workshop gives
participants the tools and
perspectives they need to develop
a risk averse culture in the
workplace. An expert facilitator
will help identify the behavioural
styles of the attendee's direct
reports.
Participants will leave the
workshop with:

Gain scientific insights into
how each team member:
COMMUNICATES
DELEGATES
PROBLEM SOLVES
MAKES DECISIONS
RESPONDS TO PRESSURE

An understanding of what drives
human behaviour
Strategies geared towards
decreasing unsafe workplace
behaviour
An ability to identify what causes
unsafe workplace behaviour
Identify individuals who are
hardwired to exhibit risky behaviours

ADAPTS TO CHANGE
TAKES ACTION + OWNERSHIP
LISTENS AND INFLUENCES
TAKES RISKS

Reducing 1 worker's major injury compensation claim can save you up to $70,000.*
Predictive Success can help you with your claims.
*Source: UK Health and Safety Executive, 2006

Improvement in safety
behavior with behavior
training Data collected
over 70 weeks shows

safety behavior
improved by 45%*

SAFE BEHAVIOUR
ANALYTICS
Certification (SBAC)

*Source: Cooper, M.D. (2006). ‘Exploratory analysis of the
effects of managerial support and feedback consequences
on behavioral safety maintenance’, Journal of
Organizational Behavior Management, 26(3),1‐41

INSIDE THE WORKSHOP
This well-paced 8 hours of certification includes
a diverse set of learning and development
activities including case studies, personal
reflection exercises, group discussions, and a
focus on maintaining a safe culture in the
workplace. The SBAC provides an in depth
understanding of the safe behaviour profile.
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WHO SHOULD ATTEND?
Front-line managers, supervisors, and directors
responsible for hiring and maintaining high
performance of their teams will benefit from the
workshop. This workshop is specifically
beneficial for companies that have some level of
safety risk within their organizational practices.
This workshop is one of the four
Professional Series Workshops
offered by Predictive Success

Predictive Success Corporation
www.predictivesuccess.com
1-855-430-9788

Find out more today at
www.predictivesuccess.com

Safe Behaviour Disclaimer:
The information presented has been compiled from sources believed to be reliable and is intended to be a tool to assist and guide you
in building your awareness to behaviours and drives in people. This program may not address all the hazardous conditions or unsafe
acts that may exist. For that reason, Predictive Success Corporation cautions users to confirm accuracy and compliance with the latest
standards and best practices. Local, State/Provincial and Federal regulations take precedence over this material. Implementation of
any practices suggested by this program is at your sole discretion and Predictive Success Corporation will have no liability to any party
for any damages.

